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Savant Expands Local Language Features   
 

 

HYANNIS, MASS. May 19th, 2020 — Savant®, a leader in smart home technology, has enhanced its 
award-winning Savant Pro App with added language capability including, Portuguese, Russian and 
Swedish. With the addition of Spanish and Chinese language support earlier this year, integrators now 
have a greater selection of localization options to provide the finest smart home experience to clients in 
their client native languages. 
 
Language localization is a feature available in the iOS version of the Savant Pro App, and is available to 
Savant Integrators worldwide. Language localization enhances both the intuitiveness of the app 
navigation experience as well as user creation of Savant Scenes, timers and event notifications.   
 
Other new and innovative features from Savant include integrated energy automation with new Energy 
Modes, circadian lighting automation with Daylight Mode, on-screen control with the Savant Home App 
for Apple TV, plus the all new ergonomically redesigned Pro Remote X2 with amazing personalization 
capabilities. 
 
“Savant is committed to delivering the most intuitive, feature-rich smart home user experience to 
homeowners around the world,” said Andy Hamm, VP of Creative and lead designer of the company’s 
user experiences. “As we continue to add new features, we also continue to expand our global reach, 
and we want users to be able to experience and personalize the Savant Pro App in their native 
language.” 
 

For more information on Savant, visit savant.com   
 

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE 
 

About Savant: Savant Systems, LLC, a recognized leader in the smart lighting, audio and energy automation categories, is one of 
the fastest-growing smart home companies in the luxury and mid-markets. Savant’s powerful Pro technology brings together 
the four pillars of automation – climate, lighting, entertainment and energy – together in a single application interface for the 
homeowner. This comprehensive whole-home control system, available through iOS and Android, delivers the premiere 
experience in all of home automation and is available through Magnolia Design Centers and Savant’s global network of 
Authorized Integrators. Learn more at www.savant.com.   
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